An experimental investigation on the flow features of the wake generated from a circular cylinder with finite height and placed vertically on a plane is presented. Through force measurements the mean drag coefficient is found to be roughly invariant by varying Reynolds number in a range between 6 Â 10 4 and 11 Â 10 4 . As for the fluctuating forces, a dominant spectral component is clearly detected for the signals of the cross-flow force. A spectral contribution with roughly the same Strouhal number is detected from velocity signals acquired, through hot-wire anemometry, in proximity to the lateral wake boundary; its energy is found to decrease by moving the probe away from the wake and upwards. Simultaneous velocity measurements showed that these fluctuations can confidently be ascribed to an alternate vortex shedding. Subsequently, dynamic measurements of the pressure field over the lateral surface and the free-end of the model were carried out, which highlight that the spectral component connected to vortex shedding is found over the lateral surface, with maximum energy at an azimuthal position just before the separation of the shear layers. The fluctuating energy connected to vortex shedding decreases by moving towards regions immersed in the separated wake, and with increasing vertical coordinate; as a matter of fact, above about half model height an evident energy peak cannot be detected anymore. This feature highlights that a regular alternate vortex shedding occurs only for the lower half-span of the model and that the remaining part is dominated by the upwash generated by the flow passing over the free-end. From the spectral analysis of the pressure measurements carried out over the model free-end no evidence of the presence of the spectral component connected to the alternate vortex shedding is found, as expected. However, a significant fluctuating energy is observed at lower dominating frequencies.
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Introduction
The wakes of finite circular cylinders in cross-wind are dominated by the velocity fluctuations induced by the alternate vortex shedding from the body sides, as documented by Farivar (1981) , Ayoub and Karamcheti (1982) , Fox et al. (1993) , Bearman (2011) , Griffith et al. (2011) , Suthon and Dalton (2011) and Visscher et al. (2011) , in which the presence of clear vortex shedding from most of the cylinder span, with frequencies of the same order as those typical of twodimensional flow, was found for models with aspect-ratio h=d 4 10 (where h is the cylinder height and d its diameter). However, a decrease of the frequency was found in a zone approaching the upper end of the cylinders, probably due to an increase in the formation length of the shed vortices. The relative extent of this zone, which is likely to be a cell with lower-frequency shedding, increases with decreasing aspect-ratio, and for h=d o 5 the vortex shedding from the whole body takes place at a frequency that is lower than in the corresponding two-dimensional case (Sakamoto and Arie, 1983) .
Moreover, further fluctuations connected with the dynamics of the vorticity structures originated by the flow passing over the body free-end may appear in the near wake. In effect, the presence of a free-end gives rise to an intense local flow, which passes over the body tip and is deflected within the separated wake by the low pressures that are present in that region. This flow varies the width of the wake and the pressure field with respect to the two-dimensional condition, and may interact with the flow rounding the sides of the body, thus producing a significant interference with the regular vortex shedding mechanism.
A couple of counter-rotating streamwise vortices generated over the free-end of a model with h/d¼5 were visualized by Park and Lee (2000) through a particle tracer technique and light sheet. These vortices, similar to the tip-vortices formed along the leading edge of a delta wing, bend into the wake after detaching from the free-end and interact with the vortices alternatively shed from the lateral surface of the model. An analogous couple of counter-rotating axial vortices generated over the free-end of a model with h/d¼ 3 were found in Buresti and Lombardi (2003) .
Oil and smoke-laser sheet visualizations were carried out in Roh and Park (2003) for circular cylinders with aspectratios 1.25 and 4.25. It was found that, apart from the well-known couple of side counter-rotating tip-vortices detached from the free-end, another couple of counter-rotating vortices are present for inner positions than the former ones. For each side of the wake these vortices were found to be counter-rotating with respect to the side tip-vortices. From the oil flow visualizations it is observed that these additional vortices are generated over the free-end in locations where the incoming freestream interacts with the reversed flow present in the recirculating region generated over the free-end. This feature is also confirmed by the oil flow visualizations performed by Pattenden et al. (2005) .
The influence of the free-end vorticity structures on the two-dimensional vortex shedding along the span of circular cylinders is, as expected, strictly related to the model aspect-ratio, h/d. In Farivar (1981) , for finite cylinders with aspectratio ranging from 10 to 12.5 and tested with a freestream velocity, U 1 , corresponding to Re ¼ U 1 Â d=n % 0:7 Â 10 5 , a cellular shedding was found. In the wake cell-like structures the Strouhal number, St ¼ f Â d=U 1 , was found to be constant within each cell, but varied across cells. Along the model span three cells with a constant Strouhal number were detected by these authors through hot-wire signals and surface pressure measurements. The lowest Strouhal number, about 0.08, was found in correspondence to the cell located in proximity to the model free-end, whereas for the remaining cells the associated Strouhal number increases by moving towards the model base. A lower frequency, about half of the one corresponding to vortex shedding, was also found by Ayoub and Karamcheti (1982) for a model with h=d % 12 and tested at Re % 0:85 Â 10 5 . A cellular vortex shedding with a lower frequency of St % 0:07 was observed in Khalak and Williamson (1996) for cylinders with aspect-ratio 8.5 and 10. A significant spectral component corresponding to a Strouhal number of 0.08 was found in Luo et al. (1996) at a height of 0.95h for a model with aspect-ratio 8; however, no wake cellular structure was detected. A characterization of the cellular structure of the wake of a circular cylinder with h/d¼62.5 was carried out by Stocks et al. (1999) through hot-wire anemometry. A dominant central cell, corresponding to the main vortex shedding mode, surrounded by two end-cells characterized by a lower shedding frequency, was detected just downstream of the model. A third cell is generated by the nonlinear interaction of these two cellular modes, which is characterized by St % 0:03. This spectral component propagates downstream whilst the higher frequencies are filtered out.
A lower frequency at St % 0:07 was found in Kitagawa et al. (1999) and was ascribed to the dynamics of the tip-vortices generated over the free-end of a model with h/d ¼25. In Kitagawa et al. (2002) it was then highlighted that this spectral component was due to a non-alternate oscillation of the axial vorticity structures generated by the flow passing over the free-end, even if this motion was found to be highly irregular.
In Park and Lee (2000) circular cylinders with aspect-ratio ranging from 6 to 13 were tested at Re % 2 Â 10 5 and a low-frequency component at St % 0:07 was detected with an energy content that increases with increasing streamwise distance from the model and by moving from the model base towards the free-end, but which is reduced with decreasing aspect-ratio. From simultaneous measurements carried out in proximity to the lateral wake boundary, at symmetrical locations with respect to the symmetry plane, no phase difference was found on the two wake sides, which suggests a non-alternate oscillation of the vorticity structures present in the upper-wake. In Park and Lee (2002) it was highlighted that this spectral component is clearly detectable in the near-wake; however, proceeding downstream it is difficult to detect it because the tipvortices gradually bend downwards into the wake. Furthermore, the low-frequency component was observed to be present with the same frequency for different boundary layer heights and with different free-end shapes (see Park and Lee, 2004) ; the latter influence only the evolution and the energy of the spectral component, but not its frequency.
In the present work an experimental investigation on the wake flow generated from a circular cylinder placed vertically on a plane is described. This work aims to achieve a deep characterization of the wake morphology, of the dynamics connected with the wake vorticity structures, and to evaluate their effects on the mean and fluctuating loads. The analyzed model is characterized by h/d ¼3, which is a sufficiently low aspect-ratio in order to ensure a strong three-dimensional effect of the flow passing over the free-end on vortex shedding, as reported in Sakamoto and Arie (1983) , i.e. vortex shedding from the cylinder takes place at a lower frequency than in the corresponding two-dimensional case. Moreover, these authors also found that for models with h=d o 2 the vortex shedding switches from a Karman-type to the arch-type vortex. Therefore, although the considered model with h/d ¼3 produces a strong three-dimensional effect on vortex shedding, it is still characterized by a Karman-type wake.
The paper is organized as follows. The facility and all the measurement procedures are described in Section 2. The force measurements are described in Section 3, while the results obtained from hot-wire measurements are reported in Section 4. The statistical and spectral characterization of the pressure measurements carried out over the lateral surface and the free-end of the model are presented in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Experimental set-up and procedures
The tests were carried out in the closed-return, subsonic wind tunnel of the Department of Aerospace Engineering of the University of Pisa, which is characterized by a circular open test section 1.1 m in diameter and 1.42 m in length, and freestream turbulence level of 0.9%. The general set-up of the tests is shown in Fig. 1 .
The model is a circular cylinder with aspect-ratio h/d¼3 and diameter d ¼60 mm. As already mentioned, the selected aspect-ratio is sufficiently small to guarantee a significant three-dimensional effect of the flow passing over the model free-end on vortex shedding, but still producing a Karman-type wake (see Sakamoto and Arie, 1983) . The model was placed vertically on a horizontal plane and connected to a six-component strain-gage balance supported by a rotatable base placed underneath, so that it could easily be rotated around the model axis. A NACA 0018 fairing was used to shield the balance and the relevant support. The boundary layer thickness in proximity of the model is equal to 9% of the model height, ensuring a negligible influence on the vortex shedding frequency and on the free-end flow (see Sakamoto and Arie, 1983) . The used frame of reference, whose origin is positioned in correspondence to the intersection between the model axis and its base, is shown in Fig. 1 . The x-axis was chosen in the freestream direction and the z-axis is coincident with the model axis, positive from the model base to the tip. The y direction was consequently defined, producing a right-handed frame of reference.
A differential pressure transducer SETRA model 239 was used to measure the wind-tunnel dynamic pressure, and the static temperature was measured through a Tecnopound Pt100 probe. All the signals were acquired with a D.A.Q. NI 4472, whilst the traversing apparatus and the selection of the pressure scanner ports were driven by a digital D.A.Q. NI 6503. All the tests were carried out at a freestream velocity between 15 and 28 m/s corresponding to a Reynolds number between 6 Â 10 4 and 11 Â 10 4 .
As for the force measurements, the six signals from the balance, each comprising 16 384 samples, were simultaneously acquired at a sampling rate of 1 kHz, and were processed by means of the balance calibration matrix to obtain the time histories of the load components acting on the model. The maximum errors of the balance measurements were previously estimated to be of the order of 1.5%.
Velocity measurements were performed with single-component hot-wire anemometry. The used probes were Dantec type 55, connected to an IFA AN 1003 A.A. Lab System test module. A sampling frequency of 2 kHz and a time-length of 33 s were chosen after extensive preliminary tests.
Pressure measurements were carried out using two Pressure Systems ESP-16HD electronic pressure scanners, each with 16 ports and transducers, which were previously calibrated. The pressure taps on the model surface, about 0.5 mm in diameter, were connected to the respective ports through 400 mm long plastic tubes, assuring that the highest frequency of interest (viz. that of vortex shedding) could adequately be described. From each port, signals comprising 2 15 samples were acquired with a sampling rate of 1 kHz. Fifteen taps were placed along one generatrix of the lateral surface, which is rotated at different azimuthal angles, y, from the flow stagnation area at y ¼ 01 to y ¼ 1801. Pressure measurements were also carried out over the model free-end through 65 taps evenly spaced with an azimuthal step of 22.51 and a radial distance of about 6 mm. The measurements were analyzed using conventional Fourier techniques and procedures based on the wavelet and Hilbert transforms. In particular, the complex Morlet wavelet, defined as cðtÞ ¼ e io0t e Àt 2 =2 , was used. The spectra described in the following were obtained by integration in time of the wavelet maps obtained by using a central frequency o 0 ¼ 6p, in order to enhance the frequency resolution. Finally, the procedure based on wavelet filtering and Hilbert transform, described in Buresti et al. (2004) , was used in order to extract the main spectral contributions from the signals.
Force measurements
Force measurements were carried out for several freestream velocity values between 15 and 28 m/s, and six measurements were performed for each velocity. Forces are represented through their respective coefficients, using as reference values the freestream dynamic pressure and the surface h Â d. In Table 1 the statistics related to the drag coefficient, C x , are reported. The mean value of C x is evaluated to be about 0.81 with a standard deviation of about 10% of the mean value. Furthermore, the mean value of C x is found to be roughly invariant with varying Reynolds number, as expected, because all the tested freestream conditions correspond to a subcritical regime, i.e. with a laminar flow separation from the lateral model surface. The obtained mean drag coefficient is in good agreement with the data reported in E.S.D.U. (2005) for a circular cylinder with h/d ¼3 and smooth surface; in that report an empirical law for surface roughness correction is also proposed.
The mean values of the drag coefficient obtained for a circular cylinder with h/d ¼3 in different experimental works are reported in Table 2 . In that table the tested Reynolds number, the boundary layer thickness on the plane, d, and the freestream turbulence level, Tu, are also reported. The corresponding values for the present work are d=h ¼ 0:09 and
It is evident that the mean C x evaluated from the present experimental campaign is higher than all the remaining ones reported in Table 2 . This discrepancy may be ascribed to differences either in Reynolds number or in boundary layer thickness, d. With respect to the result of Okamoto and Yagita (1973) , in the present work a slightly higher C x is found, in spite of a comparable boundary layer thickness, which could be an effect of a different Reynolds number. Indeed, from E.S.D.U. (2005) For the remaining tests performed roughly with the same Reynolds number, a drag reduction by increasing the ratio between the boundary layer thickness and the model height, d=h, is found, since in all cases the drag coefficients are evaluated with reference to the velocity outside the boundary layer. This trend was also confirmed in Taniguchi et al. (1981) , where an empirical law to evaluate the mean drag coefficient as a function of d=h was proposed:
where a and b are calculated as follows: A good agreement is generally observed in Fig. 2 between the mean drag coefficients reported in Table 2 and the empirical law (Eq. (1)) proposed by Taniguchi et al. (1981) .
As for the cross-flow force, its mean value is found to be roughly zero due to the model symmetry. At variance with C x , for which a roughly constant standard deviation has been found for different freestream velocities, the standard deviation of C y increases monotonically with increasing U 1 , most probably due to the increased strength of the vorticity structures detaching from the lateral surface of the model.
From the spectral analysis of the force signals, a spectral component at the vortex shedding frequency may be expected for the cross-flow force, together with a smaller contribution at the double of the vortex shedding frequency for the drag force. However, no dominant spectral components were detected for the drag force, probably due to the small energy of its fluctuations.
As for the cross-flow force, a dominant spectral component was generally observed, as may be appreciated from the wavelet spectra in Fig. 3 . By performing a spectral component extraction, through the wavelet-Hilbert technique described in Buresti et al. (2004) , a mean Strouhal number of 0.156 is found with fluctuations of about 3% of its mean value. This spectral component can confidently be ascribed to the alternate vortex shedding, as will be shown in the following section.
Force measurements of the same model and at the same Reynolds number of the present experimental campaign were performed by Sakamoto and Oiwake (1984) , but they found from the cross-flow force signals a dominant spectral component with St % 0:14. This discrepancy is most probably due to the different boundary layer thickness, d=h % 0:67 for Sakamoto and Oiwake (1984) and d=h % 0:09 for the present work. As matter of fact, an invariant Strouhal number was found by Sakamoto and Arie (1983) by varying the boundary layer thickness for d=ho0:3, whereas for higher d=h it decreases with increasing d.
Hot-wire measurements
Hot-wire measurements were carried out in order to characterize the wake morphology and to detect the main spectral components due to the oscillations of the wake vorticity structures. All the tests were performed with a freestream velocity of 25 m/s and inside a space domain extending to a downstream distance of 5.5d, for heights between 0.3h and 1.1h. Fig. 2 . Comparison between the empirical law proposed by Taniguchi et al. (1981) to predict the mean C x of a circular cylinder with finite aspect-ratio as a function of d=h and results of several experimental works. In Fig. 4 the mean value and the standard deviation of the velocity measurements carried out at x/d¼2, x/d ¼3 and x/d¼4.5 and different heights are reported. An increase of the wake width with reducing vertical position is apparent from the mean values for all the streamwise distances. This feature is also confirmed from the plots of the standard deviation for which the wake width can be considered to be proportional to the transversal distance from the peaks. Furthermore, a progressive widening and lowering of the wake is observed by proceeding downstream. All these features involving changing of the wake width and height are most probably due to the flow passing over the model free-end that generates a significant downwash on the upper-part of the wake. Fig. 4 . Statistics of the hot-wire measurements for different streamwise distances and heights. On the left-hand side the mean value and on the righthand side the standard deviation.
It is interesting to observe from the plots of the mean value that in proximity to the wake symmetry plane, y/d¼0, a local peak of this quantity is present for different traverses, which suggests the presence of an increased modulus of the velocity vector. This feature is particularly enhanced for the higher vertical positions and for the streamwise location x/d ¼2. This feature is most probably due to the downwash acting on the upper-wake generated by the shear layers detaching over the model free-end, and to the velocity field induced by the couple of counter-rotating axial vortices detaching over the free-end. Moreover, for the traverse carried out at x/d ¼2 and z/h¼1 a velocity roughly equal to the freestream is measured for y/d ¼0 indicating that a significant lowering of the wake has already occurred in proximity to the wake symmetry plane.
From the spectral analysis of the velocity signals, a dominant spectral component at St % 0:15 is found, as can be seen in Fig. 5 in which wavelet spectra of signals acquired at different downstream distances and heights are reported. This spectral component is particularly evident in proximity to the lateral wake boundary and its energy decreases moving horizontally the probe away from the wake. Moreover, this component is highly dominant for z=ho 0:7, with fluctuating energy that decreases with increasing vertical position.
Maps of the fluctuating energy, evaluated through wavelet transform, of velocity signals acquired at different streamwise locations and at z/h¼0.3 are reported in Fig. 6 . At x/d ¼2 the fluctuating energy corresponding to St % 0:15 is well concentrated at the lateral wake boundary. By proceeding downstream, at x/d ¼3 this contribution is observed also for inner regions located inside the wake, while further downstream at x/d¼ 4.5 it is slightly decreased and more diffuse. The spectral component of interest is then extracted through the technique based on the wavelet and Hilbert transforms to obtain a time-frequency characterization, and all the related statistics are reported in Table 3 . A mean value of St ¼0.151 is evaluated and the statistics are definitely comparable to what has been evaluated through the force measurements. From other experimental works slightly different vortex shedding frequencies were found for a circular cylinder with h/d ¼3 through hot-wire measurements, as e.g. St ¼0.145 in Sakamoto and Arie (1983) . Moreover, other authors like Farivar (1981) , Okamoto and Yagita (1973) , Budair et al. (1991) , Okamoto and Sunabashiri (1992) , Fröhlich and Rodi (2004) did not found a dominant spectral contribution related to vortex shedding. This evident disagreement between the results of different experimental works is probably due to the different values of the boundary layer thickness as percentage of the model height and of the freestream turbulence level.
Finally, simultaneous measurements carried out at symmetrical locations with respect to the wake symmetry plane were carried out. For each couple of points three measurements were performed. The objective of these tests is to investigate on the phase-shift between two spectral components related to St % 0:15 extracted from simultaneous acquired velocity signals. The components filtering is performed through wavelet transform and their cross-correlation is then calculated through the Hilbert local cross-correlation coefficient, HLCC, (see Buresti et al., 2004) . HLCC is based on the definition of a ''cross-analytical signal'' using the Hilbert transform, and provides the time variation of the crosscorrelation between two signals having similar frequencies: when the coefficient HLCC¼1 the phase-shift between two spectral components is negligible, whereas when HLCC¼ À1 the phase-shift is 1801.
In Fig. 7(a) time-histories of the spectral components of St % 0:15 are shown; they are extracted from velocity signals simultaneously acquired at x/d ¼2, y/d ¼ 70.75 and z/h¼0.3 through a bandpass filer with an amplitude of 20% of the central frequency. In Fig. 7 (b) their local frequency is also reported. It is apparent that these components are characterized by a phase-shift of almost 1801.
The statistics of the cross-correlation of the spectral components of interest extracted from signals acquired simultaneously at symmetrical locations are reported in Table 4 . The statistics are calculated as average of three different measurements. The highly negative median value of HLCC that was found indicates that the fluctuations at St % 0:15 are observed alternatively on the two sides of the wake; therefore, this spectral component can confidently be ascribed to an alternate vortex shedding. Besides the vortex shedding frequency, in the wake flow several authors (see e.g. Ayoub and Karamcheti, 1982; Farivar, 1981; Khalak and Williamson, 1996; Luo et al., 1996) detected another spectral component in the wake flow, which is characterized by a lower frequency and is connected with the dynamics of vorticity structures originated over the model free-end. Conversely, for the present velocity measurements a low spectral component is not found, which is most probably due to the low aspect-ratio, h/d ¼3, of the analyzed model. As a matter of fact, in Park and Lee (2000) circular cylinders with aspect-ratio ranging from 6 to 13 were tested and energy of the low-frequency component was found to be reduced with decreasing aspect-ratio.
Pressure measurements
Pressure measurements over the lateral surface and the free-end of the model were carried out in order to investigate on the mean and fluctuating pressure field acting on the model. Along one generatrix of the model 15 taps were placed and the tests were performed by rotating the model, from the orientation for which the taps were positioned in correspondence to the stagnation area, viz. y ¼ 01, to y ¼ 1801. Different azimuthal steps were used, considering the variation of the pressure gradient by varying the azimuthal position, y: an azimuthal step of 11 was used for the range 01 ry r 51, of 51 for the range 51 r yr901
and of 101 for the range 901 ry r 1801. As for the free-end, the measurements were carried out through 65 taps evenly spaced with an azimuthal step of 22.51 and positioned on four different circumferences placed at a radial distance from the model axis of 6, 12.5, 19 and 25 mm. The tests were performed at freestream velocities of 15, 20 and 25 m/s. The measured pressure is expressed through the non-dimensional coefficient, C p .
The mean pressures measured at different vertical locations over the lateral surface of the model are shown in Fig. 8(a) as a function of the azimuthal coordinate, y. As can be seen, a continuous reduction of C p is observed by moving from the flow stagnation area at y ¼ 01 to y % 651, due to the increasing of the flow velocity over the model surface. For higher values of y a positive gradient of C p is observed up to y % 801 and for that angle the flow can be considered completely separated over the lateral surface, for all the tested vertical positions. The negative peak of C p is observed at y % 651, but with a modulus that increases with increasing z/h; this feature is most probably due to the three-dimensional flow generated from the presence of a free-end, which involves a significant flow passing over the free-end and, thus, an upwash over the lateral surface. Obviously, this phenomenon is more intense in proximity to the model free-end. The measured mean pressure field is generally in good agreement with the one reported in Okamoto and Sunabashiri (1992) .
In Fig. 8(b) the standard deviation as a function of y and for different values of z/h is reported. Pressure fluctuations decrease by moving from y ¼ 01 up to y % 351. For higher values of y it starts increasing up to y % 651, in correspondence to the negative peak of C p , and then it decreases again up to the location of the flow separation (y % 801), after which it remains fairly invariant for locations into the separated wake.
The mean pressure field acting on the lateral surface is also reported in Fig. 9 as a function of z/h and for the different azimuthal locations, y. Starting from the curve corresponding to y ¼ 01, a lower C p is observed in correspondence to the model free-end and to the model base. As for the former, this feature can be ascribed, as already mentioned, to the upwash Table 4 Statistical characterization of the Hilbert local cross-correlation coefficient between simultaneously acquired spectral components related to St % 0:15. generated by the flow passing over the free-end, whereas for the latter a reduced C p can be considered an effect of the velocity field induced by the small horse-shoe vortex that is probably present in that region. Moving to higher values of y, a lower C p is generally detected in proximity to the model free-end, also due to the induced upwash. Furthermore, the curve corresponding to y ¼ 701 suggests that the flow detachment over the lateral surface occurs at increasing y moving from the model base towards the free-end; this delayed detachment for higher heights is most probably due to the upwash. Finally, for y4801 the mean pressure field remains fairly invariant for locations immersed into the separated wake. The mean pressure field measured over the model free-end is reported in Fig. 10 . Pressure suctions are more intense in proximity to the fore-portion of the free-end and then decrease moving towards the rear portion. The flow probably does not impinge over the free-end as no local peaks of C p are observed. However, slightly negative peaks located at y % 7701 Fig. 9 . Mean pressure field acting on the lateral surface as a function of z/h and measured at different y at U1 ¼ 15 m=s. and at a radial distance of about 19 mm from the model axis are observed, which are located roughly at the same positions where nuclei of vorticity structures were detected through oil flow visualizations by Roh and Park (2003) and Pattenden et al. (2005) .
Subsequently, a spectral characterization of the pressure signals was carried out through wavelet transform; wavelet spectra of signals acquired over the lateral surface at several azimuthal positions, y, and different vertical positions are reported in Fig. 11 . For azimuthal positions with yo701 no dominant spectral components are singled out. At y % 701, i.e. just before the flow separation, a dominant spectral contribution at St % 0:15 is observed. Its fluctuating energy decreases rapidly with increasing height, and for z=h 40:5 it is not clearly detectable anymore. This feature indicates that a two-dimensional mechanism of vortex shedding takes place only for very low heights and that the flow in correspondence to the higher half-span of the model is dominated by the three-dimensional flow due to the presence of the free-end.
By increasing y the fluctuating energy of the spectral component of interest is gradually reduced, up to y % 1801 for which this spectral component is not detectable anymore. As for the free-end, in Fig. 12 it can be observed that the spectral component at St % 0:15 is not detected, as expected, because the alternate vortex shedding no longer dominates when the free-end is approached. However, a significant amount of fluctuating energy is observed for St % 0:0720:08, but it is hard to characterize it because of its high irregularity. This feature is in good agreement with what was found in Park and Lee (2000) where a dominant spectral component at St % 0:07 was found with a fluctuating energy that decreases with reducing h/d, even if it was not clearly detectable anymore already for a model with h/d ¼6.
Conclusions
The aim of the present work was characterizing the flow features of the wake generated from a circular cylinder with aspect-ratio 3 and placed vertically on a plane. Force measurements have been carried out by using a strain-gage balance at Reynolds numbers ranging in the interval 6 Â 10 4 rRe r11 Â 10 4 . The mean drag coefficient, C x , has been found to be roughly invariant by varying the test Reynolds numbers and a mean value C x ffi 0:81 has been evaluated. As for the fluctuating forces, a dominant spectral component in the wavelet spectra has been detected only for the signals of the cross-flow force, with an average Strouhal number of 0.156. A spectral contribution with roughly the same Strouhal number is also present in the velocity signals acquired, through a hot-wire single-component anemometry, in proximity to the lateral wake boundary. However, its energy decreases by moving the probe horizontally away from the wake and vertically towards the free-end. Simultaneous measurements carried out at symmetrical locations with respect to the wake symmetry plane have shown that these fluctuations can confidently be ascribed to an alternate vortex shedding.
Subsequently, dynamic measurements of the pressure field acting on the lateral surface and the free-end of the model were carried out. From these measurements the spectral component connected to vortex shedding has been found to appear over the lateral surface with its maximum fluctuating energy at an azimuthal position just before the separation of the shear layers. The pressure fluctuations connected to vortex shedding then decrease by moving towards regions immersed in the separated wake. Furthermore, the energy connected to this spectral component decreases with increasing vertical coordinate and at about 50% of the model height an evident energy peak cannot be detected anymore. This indicates that the fluctuations connected with vortex shedding appear in the pressure field only for the lower half-span of the model, whereas for higher heights the upwash due to the presence of the free-end is probably the dominating flow feature.
From the spectral analysis of the pressure measurements carried out over the model free-end no evidence of the presence of the spectral component at St % 0:15 was found, as expected. On the other hand, a significant fluctuating energy was observed at lower frequencies; however, an accurate characterization of a dominant spectral component was not achieved due to the high irregularity of the relevant fluctuations, which is most probably due to the low aspect-ratio of the considered model.
